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The textbook only covers basics. It is a book for beginners and for low level college introductory
microcontroller courses. The book not very useful for real projects. The author give me an
impression that he just started to learn about AVR right before starting to write this book. In this
book, it is not much explanation on the hardware features; being able to connect to external memory
for ATmega128. Author use for examples Atmega32. Interfaces examples no cover CAN and USB
connections to AVR. No cover connection to graphics matrix displays.

I will start of by saying that out of all the text books I have come across this is by far one of the best.I

need this book for part of an engineering degree, focused on the AVR micro-controller. Coming form
a programing degree I found this book very good, clear and it is filled with useful examples.One
thing i loved about the book is that it was written in a way that it can be used by people with little
experience with programing, or anyone who is new to Assembly and embedded systems
programing.I loved the introductory chapters as they gave you are feel and solid back round in AVR
and computing.One more note that I found very important was the fact that as the examples got
more complicated they often had both C and assembly side by side which helps give a better
perspective of what you are doing.5 stars. :-PAVR Microcontroller and Embedded Systems: Using
Assembly and C (Pearson Custom Electronics Technology)

OK let me start by saying--there are errors in the book. And the author won't build a smartphone
with an AVR for you.But if you are somewhat of a beginner with firmware programming of AVRs,
this is the book for you!The first 6 chapters deal with coding using Assembler. Now, offering advice
on coding with C vs. assembler is like discussing religion--everyone has an opinion. Here's mine:
you should always have a basic knowledge of how to code in assembler for a device--it gives you a
broad understanding of what is happening when the electrons start flying, and allows you to use
assembler blocks later in your C files. Of course C is almost always better once you start a real
involved project, which is why most of the book mainly involves coding in C.In my case, my device is
the ATXMEGA128B1. There are large differences in my include file from the one the author uses
(m32def.inc) but I'm able to note the changes by referencing the Atmel libraries of app notes
online.You should have a basic knowledge of C prior to purchasing the book. The author starts from
the beginning with assembly language but assumes you have a basic knowledge of C.What you are
really paying for is the EXCELLENT explanation and uses of the various commands and syntax
each language offers, with LOTS of examples (which is why the book is 700+ pages).And you will
spot the errors very quickly. I haven't come across an error yet that caused me to be confused--they
are mostly just typos.If you are looking for a book to do your project for you, look elsewhere. But if
you want to gain a broad knowledge of firmware coding of AVRs, THIS BOOK IS IT!

This is the book assigned for an Assembly class I am taking.The scope of this book is not stated on
, but this book is intended for college students learning Assembly with some C knowledge,
(obviously using Atmel AVRs to learn with.)This book was clearly written and published very quickly,
without a lot of effort and without much proofing. Many sections in this book are unclear and
awkwardly worded. There are several blatant errors that are all results of the book not being proofed

before publishing. The authors/publishers also offer classroom PowerPoint slides to colleges who
use this book. These slides are riddled with errors, typos, and mistakes.This could have been a very
good book, even a five star book. All of the information that you need to know/learn is there. It is
unfortunate that the authors didn't spend a little more time in writing and proofing the book before
publishing it.

very good book, highly recommended to anyone looking to get into mcu programming. lots of
examples, very easy to read. if you have no experience, then i will recommend this book. if you
have some experience, then i would look elsewhere.

When I checked this book out from the library for the first time, the only thing I knew about
microntrollers was that I wanted to learn how to program and use them in projects. I knew I could
get an Arduino and get up and running in a hurry, but I really wanted to understand what was going
on from a more fundamental level. This book was just the ticket. It starts out by explaining (very
concisely) exactly what a computer is and how it actually works. Then you learn the details of the
AVR architecture, and start writing programs using the AVR assembly instruction set. I can't express
in words how cool it was to write my first computer programs in assembly, even though they just
flashed LED's and the like. Assembly code describes EXACTLY what is happening inside a
computer. I used to think only geniuses could understand the lowest workings of a computer, but I'm
not a smart man and I figured it out. So if you want to understand to, buy this book (or find it in a
library it is pricey!!).More details on how I got started from scratch on AVR:-Watch Patrick Hood
Daniel's youtube series on AVR micros. Some of the hardest parts about getting started are
installing atmel studio or WinAVR on your pc, and he walks you through much of the confusion.-The
AVR micro course from Bruce Land (Cornell) via youtube & the course website is also a great
resource for learning-I used the "tinyISP" from Adufruit as a programmer, and the first micro I
worked with was the ATTiny85. I used an unregulated 4xAA battery pack as a power supply, a
breadboard I bought on ebay, and various leds & wires I had from an old radio shack electronics kit
from when I was a kid. That's really all you need to do some basic stuff.-The "AVR freaks" forum is
your new best friend.-Don't expect to understand/ make everything work right away. This stuff takes
patience, but is well worth it in the end.
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